
Ridwan Bukola Isiaq 
Frontend Developer 

Enthusiastic Frontend Developer with a proven track record in creating exceptional web experiences. Proficient in
cutting-edge technologies, including ReactJS, NextJS, TypeScript, and TailwindCss, I am dedicated to delivering
visually appealing, high-quality websites and functional web applications ensuring intuitive UI and seamless UX. 

isiaqridwanbukola1999@gmail.com r-b-isiaq.vercel.app/ 

linkedin.com/in/rb-isiaq twitter.com/RB_Isiaq 

github.com/rb-isiaq 

EXPERIENCE 

Frontend Developer 
Analytics Intelligence 
12/2023 - Present,  Remote, Lagos, Nigeria 

Engaging in collaborative work with technical teams,
ensuring project alignment and timely delivery. 

Contributing to the development of new features, and
actively resolving issues within the teams projects. 

Frontend Developer 
Edustipend 
06/2023,  Remote, 

Utilized React to build UI components and features that
meet design and product requirements.. 

Implemented figma designs to pixel perfect UI, API
endpoints integration, and writing corresponding unit tests
with react testing library and jest. 

Managed tasks and deadlines with Trello, and actively
engaged in Agile and Scrum methodologies. 

Frontend Developer 
Uptick Talent Fellowship 
09/2023 - 12/2023,  Nigeria 

Led frontend development for landing and admin CMS
pages, ensuring intuitive UI and seamless user experiences. 

Collaborated with cross-functional teams including project
managers, product designers, backend, and frontend
developers in an agile environment 

.Contributed to various features and bug fixes, utilizing
frontend technologies 

Frontend Developer Intern 
Hng Internship 
09/2023 - 11/2023,  Nigeria 

Implemented pixel perfect UI interfaces using React, Next,
Typescript and TailwindCss. 

Collaborated with the technical team cutting across project
managers, product designers, backend and frontend
developers in an agile environment. 

SKILLS 

ReactJs NextJs TypeScript 

TailwindCss/Sass MUI RTL / Jest 

Node/Express C# / .NET 

MongoDB / SQL Git and Github 

Problem Solving Team work 

Communication Growth mindset 

PROJECTS 

Uptick Capstone Project / Website 
I played a major role in developing 90% of the
capstone project, which is now in production and
serves as the official website for the company 

The live link 

Github repo 

Presentation 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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